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“Ritual of The Sun (Worm Hole to the Universe),” which opens the
Silence’s third album Nine Suns, One Morning, starts with a rock riff so
unimaginative it could be cribbed from a latter-day Green Day record. We
expect Masaki Batoh’s voice to enter after a couple repetitions. But the riff
keeps playing, over and over and over again, until we’re genuinely
curious about what comes next. Then it fades out and yields to… a funk
groove? By the end of the six-minute song, they’re basing an astral jam
off the “Slow Ride” riff. This is one of the year’s most unpredictable and
thrilling rock albums.

In his old band – the late, great Japanese psych juggernaut Ghost –
Batoh was monastic and mysterious. Here, he’s the frontman of the
world’s weirdest bar band, a group that treats classic rock as free jazz.
This is the sort of album where it makes sense for the “Low Rider” riff to yield to a punk chorus (“Look Up The Vault”)
or for Skynyrd slide solos to compete with squealing saxophones (“Big Buddha Eyes Opening Ceremony”). The
Silence sees classic rock not as something to be preserved or “brought back” but as a springboard for forward-
thinking ideas.

This approach makes listening to the Silence thrilling: you never know what these guys are going to do next. The
worst part is it makes it a bit hard to keep track of their music. While Batoh’s work with Ghost seemed unmoored
from pop ideas of song structure or melody, a lot of these songs feel like pop tunes marred by random tangents. The
first three tracks in particular suffer from this problem. The road from Green Day to the “Slow Ride” riff on “Ritual Of
The Sun” isn’t exactly smooth, and “Big Buddha Eyes” is even more convoluted.

The best moments of Nine Suns, One Morning come when the band hits on something truly astral – as on the
impressive duo of “Machine Guns” and “Even Guillion,” both of which showcase Ryuichi Yoshida’s baritone sax
work. Yoshida is nearly as much the star here as Batoh. The most distinctive aspect of the Silence’s sound is the
way his sax accentuates Batoh’s guitar riffs. Though their cover of the Rolling Stones’ “No Expectations” is played
fairly straight, it opens with a glorious agglomeration of organs harmonizing over one other, calling into question
whether or not Stones themselves will ever risk an artistic gambit like that again in their career.

These moments, alas, are scarce. Too often Nine Suns toes the line between loose and directionless. The Silence
is one of the best classic-styled rock bands going, but their other two albums, both from last year, are superior. Their
self-titled release was a trimmer, more consistent demonstration of Batoh’s talents, while the unhinged Hark the
Silence expanded on the best moments of Nine Suns. There’s not much reason to listen to this album over their
other two, but it’s still a great experiment in how old sounds can still be twisted into something new. In an era where
rock seems more like a relic by the year, the Silence’s puckishness is a breath of fresh air.
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